
Rated as one of the world’s thinnest power delivery power 
bank, this flagship 2019 model is, as its name suggests, 
ultra slim. 

At merely 138mm by 68mm by 12.99mm, it has an 
output of 10,000mAh to power a variety of devices from 
smartphones to tablets, gaming consoles and laptops. 

Using Power Delivery (PD) technology that supports 
fast charging at high power over USB-C 
connection, it comes in a sleek design 
with quality PMMA acrylic and oxide 
finish in Matt Black, Piano Black, 
Piano Gold and Piano Red.

It will be available in 
January 2019 exclusively at 
all Challenger stores and 
comes with one-year 
warranty and product 
liability insurance.
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RED MONSTER ULTRA SLIM RAZOR 

One of the world’s most expensive golf brands has now 
released a new player’s wedge. Actually, two of them. 

Introducing the TW-747 (TW to denote Tour World, its better-
player series) I-sole and C-sole wedges configured to provide 
accuracy from approaches within the 100-metre range, as well 
as spin control around the greens.

The I-sole version offers a thinner face for lower centre of 
gravity hits and ideal turf interaction that suppresses spin so 
the ball can stop where it is aimed at.

Where spin is desired, however, is around the green and 
the C-sole inspires confidence with feedback from Japanese 
professional Hideto Tanihara. 

With a thicker design on the upper portion of the face, the 
C-sole offers a mid-to-high centre of gravity that when struck, 

will let the club glide across the ground, and thus 
providing more spin for shot-

stopping reaction.
The I-sole is available 
in 48, 50 and 52-degree 

loft options while the 
C-sole offers 56, 58 
and 60-degree lofts 
at Honma Golf 
Singapore at #03-
03A Wheelock 
Place.

Over 40 years, Cleveland has 
built wedges to suit every level 
of golfer. This time, with the 
fourth generation of the RTX, it 
has engineered a tour-level club that 
focuses on blade-like performance rather than 
cavity-back safety.

A true wedge player’s dream, the RTX4 
offers tour-preferred shaping, four grind 
offerings and three finishes to choose 
from.

Simply termed ‘XLow’, ‘Low’, ‘Mid’ 
and ‘Full’, these four sole grinds can 
produce all kinds of shots. The XLow, 
with the lowest bounce, is perfect for tight 
lies and extreme open faces, while ‘Full’ is 
a traditional mid-bounce model for full-shot 
performance.

On the face, an aggressive Rotex Face Milling 
turns out the sharpest Tour Zip Grooves for more 
stopping power, and finished using laser milling 
to roughen up the face to the limit of USGA 
regulations.

Available in Tour Satin, Black Satin and Tour 
Raw at all Pan-West outlets.

BY 
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PING GLIDE FORGEDHONMA TW-W

CLEVELAND RTX4

Made of 8620 carbon steel, 
PING’s first fully forged wedge in 
years offers incredible feel and 
forgiveness due to the tungsten toe 
weight that is added in this blade-
style product.

Patented, precision-milled, 
wheel-cut grooves, first introduced 
in the Glide 2.0, gives a sharper 
edge radius, which increases 
interaction with the ball at impact, 
creating more friction for improved 
spin and trajectory control.

It has a sole design with a 
rounded lead edge and more heel-
toe camber to allow for creativity 
around the greens and a gooseneck-
tapered hosel to ensure a smooth 
transition through grass and sand.

Available in four custom graphic, 
three stamping and 12 paint-fill options 
at PING Golf outlets in Orchid Country 
Club Driving Range and Champions 
Golf at Fairways Drive.

MST Golf is now the official 
distributor for the Majesty brand of 
golf equipment from Japan. When 
the products arrive, targeted at next 
February, they will distribute it across 
Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.

Formerly known as Maruman, 
Majesty’s rebranding is in line with 
their focus towards manufacturing 
premium golf clubs.

In Southeast Asia, they will launch 
two series, Royal and Prestigio. The 
Prestigio is a high-end, high COR range 

built for the senior golfer.
While remaining within the legal 

USGA limits, it utilises a lightweight 
clubhead and proprietary shaft built 
in collaboration with Mitsubishi 
Chemical, to help carry the extra 
yards.

The Royal range will appeal to a 
younger, but still mature set. And while 
similarly built, it is slightly heavier and 
comes with stiffer shaft options. The 
Royal range is also used by some Japan 
LPGA professionals.

MARUMAN RENAMED AS MAJESTY WITH MST GOLF AS KEY PARTNER
From far left: KP Low, 
managing director of 
MST Golf, Dato Loh Ah 
Joo, chairman of MST 
Golf Singapore, Alex Qi, 
managing director of 
Greater China and SEA 
of Majesty Golf, and 
Tsukamoto Shunsuke, 
chief marketing officer 
of Majesty Golf.


